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Abstract: New functions and requirements of high performance building (HPB) being added and
several regulations and certification conditions being reinforced steadily make it harder for design‐
ers to decide HPB designs alone. Although many designers wish to rely on HPB consultants for
advice, not all projects can afford consultants. We expect that, in the near future, computer aids such
as design expert systems can help designers by providing the role of HPB consultants. The effec‐
tiveness and success or failure of the solution offered by the expert system must be affected by the
quality, systemic structure, resilience, and applicability of expert knowledge. This study aims to set
the problem definition and category required for existing HPB designs, and to find the knowledge
acquisition and representation methods that are the most suitable to the design expert system based
on the literature review. The HPB design literature from the past 10 years revealed that the greatest
features of knowledge acquisition and representation are the increasing proportion of computer‐
based data analytics using machine learning algorithms, whereas rules, frames, and cognitive maps
that are derived from heuristics are conventional representation formalisms of traditional expert
systems. Moreover, data analytics are applied to not only literally raw data from observations and
measurement, but also discrete processed data as the results of simulations or composite rules in
order to derive latent rule, hidden pattern, and trends. Furthermore, there is a clear trend that de‐
signers prefer the method that decision support tools propose a solution directly as optimizer does.
This is due to the lack of resources and time for designers to execute performance evaluation and
analysis of alternatives by themselves, even if they have sufficient experience on the HPB. However,
because the risk and responsibility for the final design should be taken by designers solely, they are
afraid of convenient black box decision making provided by machines. If the process of using the
primary knowledge in which frame to reach the solution and how the solution is derived are trans‐
parently open to the designers, the solution made by the design expert system will be able to obtain
more trust from designers. This transparent decision support process would comply with the re‐
quirement specified in a recent design study that designers prefer flexible design environments that
give more creative control and freedom over design options, when compared to an automated op‐
timization approach.
Keywords: design expert system; knowledge base; high performance building; knowledge acquisi‐
tion; knowledge representation
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1. Introduction

distributed under the terms and con‐

Recently, requirements and constraints that should be satisfied during the planning
and designing of high‐performance buildings (HPBs) have been increasing. For instance,
the location of ground heat exchangers for ground heat pumps (e.g., whether they should
be positioned around or under the building) should be decided as early as the planning
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phase since their total length may not be reasonable if they clash over the building foun‐
dation; it should be analyzed whether a cool roof is advantageous for reducing the cooling
load or whether it would increase the heating load depending on roof footprint and neigh‐
bor’s shade.
Furthermore, certification requirements and regulations are being enforced more
strictly due to the increasing performance threshold of HPBs (e.g., the increasing renewa‐
ble energy ratio). Consequently, often, the initial design approved by the client in the ear‐
lier phases may not be valid in later phases, especially for long‐term construction projects.
With the increase in client expectations for HPBs and public preference for sustaina‐
bility, various cutting‐edge systems and integrated measures have been proposed. Ac‐
cordingly, even experienced HPB designers may have to research new systems, learn their
uses, and analyze their suitability for the project at hand.
While leading design firms could provide economically reasonable specifications of
HPBs on the basis of the facility’s size, purpose, and budget, architects who do not belong
to such firms or who have been managing small projects could lag behind such firms in
terms of HPB design experience, unless they are trained or advised by experienced pro‐
fessionals. Furthermore, since recently introduced measures for HPBs, including those
pertaining to renewable and hybrid systems, require their deep integration with legacy
systems, they should be considered from a very early phase of the project to hedge risks
and increase the project’s feasibility.
Often, consultants are hired for advising designers and clients with up‐to‐date HPB
experience and knowledge. However, on the basis of their experience with similar pro‐
jects, the consultants may also have to investigate performance opportunities, research
appropriate legal and engineering measures, run performance simulations, and consult
domain experts. Designers of small projects whose budget does not permit the hiring of
HPB consultants should will have to proceed through trial and error by themselves.
For users who require design or engineering advice but lack the budget to directly
hire consultants and resources to research effective measures, computer aids and infor‐
mation services can be affordable to offer a reasonable solution. For instance, a Korean
consulting firm provides a web service offering real estate feasibility assessment for clients
desiring to know the possible total floor area and number of floors for a given site and
estimates of the construction cost and expected rent [1]. Although the initial mass and
space program proposed by this web service may not provide information as accurate and
detailed as that presented by an architect, it can help the client make a go/no‐go decision.
An expert system is a computer system that emulates a consultant or advisor. It pro‐
vides tangible and affordable solutions in an appropriate context at reasonable cost, and
ultimately to offer an alternative to or aid a human consultant in solving problems whose
category and scope have already been defined. Thus, routine practices and trials‐and‐er‐
rors often work well for the expert system.
Specifically, a design expert system provides design advice to designers and clients
in every design phase of HPBs [2,3], like a building energy consultant. Similar to a generic
expert system, the design expert system has two distinguishable cores: a knowledge base
and an inference engine. While the knowledge base represents facts and information
about the world in digital form, the inference engine, whose inference process is typically
based on IF‐THEN rules, applies logic to the knowledge base and deduces new
knowledge. In other words, the interference engine interprets the design problem and de‐
termines the most appropriate solution for simple answers (e.g., what is the allowable U‐
value of exterior walls of apartments in Seoul?) by exploring the knowledge base; for
broader advice requests (e.g., what is the most economical air‐conditioning system for a
five‐story commercial building in a shopping district where district heating is provided?),
it synthesizes ontologies from the knowledge base by reasoning about logic and rules.
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2. Study Objectives and Research Flow
As the expert system attempts to solve a complex task like a human expert, the suc‐
cessful development of both knowledge base and inference engine depends on the acqui‐
sition of relevant knowledge within a reasonable problem boundary, expressive represen‐
tation of the knowledge, and lastly the development of an appropriate digital formalism
that computers can easily understand and implement. Furthermore, since explicit repre‐
sentation of the acquired knowledge is essential for reasoning to draw inferences and ex‐
tract new knowledge, the knowledge representation formalism should allow the reason‐
ing process itself to be influenced by new inferences during meta‐level reasoning.
In the design of a knowledge representation formalism, there is a trade‐off between
expressivity and practicality [4]. Apart from IF‐THEN rules, recently, more formal and
domain specific knowledge representation formalisms that pursue enhancing both ex‐
pressivity and practicality, such as gbXML, have been developed for use in various do‐
mains where knowledge base systems are employed. While some formalisms tend to be
proofs of concept academically, some have been integrated with applications deployed in
corporate environments and actually used for a decision support tool for actual engineer‐
ing problems [5].
In the long run this research aims to develop a HPB design expert system that can
provide design advice easily at low cost to designers and clients. To this end, this study
encompasses base research because the development of the design expert system can be
initiated by selecting or developing appropriate knowledge representations (KR) once the
specifications and requirements about HPB design KRs are first established—these being
required to develop the expert system as the first step. Therefore, the final purpose of this
study is to establish the knowledge definition and category required for existing HPB de‐
sign and find the method to acquire the most appropriate knowledge and the representa‐
tion criteria for the HPB design expert system.
In summary, this study seeks to achieve the objectives presented above through the
following procedures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Step 1: The roles and functions of the knowledge base (KB) and inference engine (IE)
in general expert systems were reviewed and the functions and processes of the gen‐
eral knowledge formulation were described (Section 3.1).
Step 2: An overview of design expert systems and decision support systems in the
AEC (Architecture, Engineering, and Construction) industry was established (Sec‐
tion 3.2).
Step 3: The HPB design phase was reviewed to identify design problems that could
be solved by the HPB design expert system, and the required design knowledge was
summarized for each design phase (Section 4).
Step 4: Based on the classification by [5], the knowledge acquisition (KA) and
knowledge representation (KR) classification criteria were redefined according to the
HBP design processes and required knowledge specifications (Section 5 and 6).
Step 5: The literature on HPB design was reviewed and classified according to the
KA and KR reset criteria. In particular, to ensure the research trend and currency of
the latest HPB design‐related studies, the literature after 2010 was set as the main
analysis target (Section 5 and 6).
Step 6: Finally, the specifications and requirements of the HPB design KR were dis‐
cussed for the development of the future HPB design expert system, and the technical
requirements of the system were presented to complete this study (Section 7 and 8).

3. Design Expert System and Decision Support System
3.1. Expert System and Knowledge Formulation
Figure 1 depicts a typical component configuration of the expert system. When a user
provides an engineering problem, the inference engine analyzes the problem and synthe‐
sizes new answers or results by applying rules and logic to given facts and information
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contained in the knowledge base. Since a knowledge base should cover the scope of engi‐
neering problems and the range of relevant information within which the expert system
can provide solutions, the corresponding raw data and information should be formulated
to be affordable and in a tangible format so that the inference engine can easily access the
portable knowledge.

Figure 1. Typical system architecture of expert system.

Knowledge formulation can be addressed as a three‐phase process: knowledge ac‐
quisition, the mechanics associated with structuring knowledge, and knowledge porting
[6].
Traditionally knowledge acquisition is known as the process of extracting knowledge
from domain experts. Knowledge can be accumulated through interviews and surveys of
experts by a knowledge engineer, or through lab sessions conducted by an expert with a
computer‐based knowledge acquisition tool. Additionally, as computer modeling and
simulations, which used to only be research tools, have become tangible technology to
general users, computer‐based acquisition has become a major knowledge accumulation
method. Above all, as big data observations and measurements are quality sources of
knowledge, data analytics and machine learning are emerging methods of knowledge ac‐
quisition.
Structuring knowledge involves arranging acquired raw data and information to
form a semantic structure. It also includes the refinement of the object’s definition, seman‐
tics, specifications, and relationships contained in the raw knowledge into a tangible and
consistent format. Generally, in the structuring of knowledge, there is considerable focus
on the mechanism used for organizing the raw data and the extraction of refined
knowledge.
Knowledge formation is improved by porting knowledge that has been obtained
from a search for refined knowledge relevant to the engineering problem under consider‐
ation. Eventually, porting knowledge is the process that delivers off‐the‐shelf solutions or
synthesizes solutions. Popular representation formats of portable knowledge include
rules, frames, cognitive maps, and case‐based reasoning [5]. However, with the maturing
of human–computer interactions and cognitive science, advances in computer‐based anal‐
ysis and the resulting big data analytics have extended the types of knowledge represen‐
tation formats into, for example, Semantic Webs and (dynamic) data structures.
3.2. Expert System and Decision Support System for Building Design
Since the 1980s, many expert systems for architectural design have been developed.
The studies published mainly deliberated on how computation tools could support archi‐
tects in building layout [7] with automated design process [8]. Some studies provided a
systemic process for interpreting design codes as design knowledge [9] and code compli‐
ance check [10]. These studies tended to follow regular specifications of expert systems,
including knowledge acquisition, knowledge base construction, and use cases of the de‐
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sign expert system. However, most of the first‐generation architectural design expert sys‐
tems could not evolve into a deployable software at the industry environment owing to
technical difficulties in implementing initial concepts, and in expanding the scope of the
knowledge toward a level that practitioners prefer.
A comparatively fewer number of expert systems have been used in infrastructure
industries, including the construction, transportation, and real estate industries [5]; alt‐
hough, some of early expert systems were applied to structural design [11]. There are sev‐
eral intrinsic reasons for automated expert systems not proliferating in the AEC industry;
most AEC businesses depend on human experience and expertise. This is attributed to the
AEC industry’s history, namely, a majority of construction projects have been rooted in a
custom context, resulting in proprietarization and localization often being the only work‐
ing solutions. Above all, most decision‐makers are more familiar with asking for experi‐
ence and expertise from consultants or predecessors. Consequently, in the AEC industry,
although raw and field knowledge should be collected, structured, refined, and polished
into a portable form, much of the knowledge still remains in verbal records and rule of
thumbs.
In addition to decisions made in the AEC industry mainly depend on localization
and heuristics, the decisions made in the early phases of AEC project (i.e., conceptualiza‐
tion and planning) seriously influence the project’s total cost, schedule, and facility’s per‐
formance later on. Thereby a number of studies pertaining to make scientific and objective
decisions at the early phase have started to be published since 2000; their spectrum covers
aspects as diverse as performance‐based designs, integrated design methods, the primary
decision‐making process, optimization algorithms, modeling environments, simulation
tools, the system framework, and the design platform. In one design decision support
system with an objective similar to that of a design expert system, decision‐making pro‐
cesses and algorithms whose operations are analogous to that of an inference engine of
expert system can be loaded on it. However, details of the knowledge acquisition process
and the standardization, normalization, and formatting of the acquired knowledge tend
to be omitted or poorly described in the aforementioned studies.
The scope of literature review presented here extends up to the development of mod‐
els, simulations, algorithms, processes, frameworks, and platforms for HPB design deci‐
sion‐making. First, design phases and the design problems of each phase on which the
studies focused were categorized. Subsequently, the manner of knowledge acquisition
and ordering of raw information and coarse knowledge was investigated, and it was ex‐
amined how they were structured and represented as tangible portable knowledge for use
in HPB design decision‐making.
4. Classification of Design Problems for High Performance Building
4.1. Building Design Phases
An expert system would function well and perform as expected when the problem
domain is properly scoped and well defined [12]. In this section, major HPB design prob‐
lems and decisions where an expert’s advice is required are summarized for each design
phase. Additional details about energy design tasks and issues in each design phase can
be found in [13,14].
4.1.1. Conceptual Planning Phase
In accordance with the owner’s project requirement (OPR) and client preferences,
building volumetry, form, footprint, number of floors, and facility programming are de‐
termined in the conceptual planning phase. Typically, in this phase, the focus is on the
economy of the construction project rather than the building performance, and only stat‐
utory requirements relating to the building performance for the urban plan and facility
type (such as municipal energy code) are investigated. This is because the project may be
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shelved if its economy does not meet the owner’s expectations. Thus, the conceptual de‐
sign is set by considering the maximum economy at the given conditions and constraints.
4.1.2. Schematic Design Phase
Further details of the building’s baseline, including geometry, structure and con‐
struction, and facility programming, are developed. Discussions on the project’s energy
goal commence in this phase. Furthermore, the use of natural and renewable energy and
measures to decrease the building’s energy demand should be determined in this phase.
Since most of the required performance agendas are already prescribed at the conceptual
planning phase, performance opportunities and risks within the boundary of the preset
budget and timeline should be quantitatively discussed in this phase.
4.1.3. Design Development Phase
The building’s plans/sections/elevations, space program, fabric and facades, and con‐
struction material and finishes are determined. All primary engineering configurations
and specifications are also determined. Engineering includes structure, civil, landscaping,
mechanical, electrical, plumbing, telecommunication, and fire protection engineering. As
well as measures to reduce building’s energy demand, measures to reduce energy use
should be developed from this phase.
Because all the energy‐sensitive design variables are selected and their values are
determined and recorded in the binding legal documents at this phase, modifying the
project’s preset energy goals is very difficult in later design phases. Therefore, primary
design decisions and design changes must be made in this phase to avoid escalation of the
project cost.
4.1.4. Construction Document Phase
All the engineering and construction details are described for the baseline at the de‐
sign development phase. From the perspective of energy use, these details include the
specifications, capacity, efficiency, and temporal performance of systems and devices. In
particular, their operation and control strategies for the purpose of the space are designed
in this phase, which can have an unexpectedly large influence on the long‐term energy
performance of the building. This phase is the very last design stage where only minor
fixes and change events are marginally allowed at relatively low cost.
Design decisions to increase the energy performance of the building pertain to two
aspects: i) lower energy demand and ii) lower energy use. The former objective can be
achieved by so‐called passive measures that reduce heat gain and loss and by using natu‐
ral energy. The latter objective can be achieved through active measures that increase the
system efficiency, produce energy, and improve the energy transport process. First, the
energy demand should be minimized, and the capacity and complexity of the energy sys‐
tem should then be minimized. With this minimized baseline, temporal energy use can be
optimized eventually.
In later design phases, design changes to decrease both energy demand and energy
use become more difficult to introduce and their opportunity costs increase. In particular,
since the values of most design variables, which are sensitive to the energy performance
of the building, are determined prior to the construction document phase, experience and
expertise in HPBs are very important in the early design phases. Thereby, most HPB de‐
sign support tools primarily target phases as early as the schematic design phase.
4.2. Types of HPB Design Problems
HPB design problems in the surveyed literature can be largely classified into analysis
problems and synthesis problems, and further detailed classifications are shown in Table
1. The original structure of Table 1 has been borrowed and modified from [15].
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Table 1. Types of design problems for high performance building.

PD‐I. Analysis problems
PD‐I‐1. Understanding and comparison: identifying difference or similarity of ex‐
pected outcomes
PD‐I‐2. Classification: categorizing based on observables
PD‐I‐3. Interpretation: inferring situation description from numeric and text data
PD‐I‐4. Prediction: Inferring likely consequences of given situations
PD‐II. Synthesis problems
PD‐II‐1. Configuration: configuring collections of objects under considerations in
framework or platform
PD‐II‐2. Planning and design: configuring collections of objects under considerations
in relatively large search spaces
PD‐II‐3. Process design: planning with strong temporal and/or spatial constraints
4.2.1. HPB Analysis Problems
Analysis problems should first be understood and then classified and decomposed
into subproblems to understand their mechanism and behavior. Eventually analysis prob‐
lems aim to infer useful rules and/or consequences and to predict the expected benefits
and/or risks.
Although an analysis problem does not generate or suggest design alternatives, it
provides designers or decision‐makers knowledge of where to start, what to do, and how
to do. Classification is the most fundamental analysis for design problems. Classification
not only enables the identification of the prime features of a group, but also facilitates
feature comparisons between groups, thereby it contrasts the difference and indicates
what to select first. Eventually this classified design information can serve as a design
guideline to provide normalized and static design knowledge. Exemplary studies con‐
cerning classification include case classification based feature similarity [16], classification
of energy sensitive building characteristics [17–22], style classification, and prediction of
residential buildings [23].
The two representative interpretation problems include selection of important varia‐
bles and design pattern analysis. Technically the former is called sensitivity analysis, and
the latter is called rule extraction or rule mining. While sensitivity analysis indicates which
design variables decision‐makers should first concentrate on, the rules indicate the values
of design variables and the conditions required in a specific situation and in a generic
context. In particular, the rules can be both qualitative and quantitative. For example, stat‐
utory rules can specify that the living room shall be sunlit and ventilated (qualitative),
while also stipulating that the illuminance and ventilation rate of the living room shall be
at least 300 lux and 21.6 CMH (m3/h) per capita, respectively (quantitative). Exemplary
studies concerning interpretation include sensitivity analysis [24–26], ontology based in‐
formation extraction [27], main effect [28], design of experiments [29], text mining [30,31],
and pattern matching extraction [27].
Prediction problems are more case‐specific and solution‐oriented than interpretation
problems; the system provides a specific value to a decision‐maker’s specific question.
Most prediction problems reported in the literature have been solved using mathematical
and statistical calculations, while some other prediction problems have been solved by
employing logical inference. Exemplary studies concerning prediction include energy de‐
mand prediction at early stage [32], metamodel of energy consumption at early stage
[25,33], statistical prediction [34,35], and machine learning based predictive model [36].
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4.2.2. HPB Synthesis Problems
In general engineering, synthesis problems disassemble and assemble resources in
combinations under different conditions and constraints and render the resource as nar‐
row as that from in a single functional aspect, or as broad as that in a semantic framework.
The HPB design configuration problem aims to structure collections of objects under
consideration in a framework or platform. This type of problem often aims to develop a
new modeling platform if the existing modeling environment cannot meet a new perfor‐
mance aspect and/or further integration needs, or if the existing modeling environment
should be revised or reconstructed. Exemplary studies concerning design configuration
include exterior lighting design tool [37], design expert system [38–41], open knowledge
base for HPB [42], optimization framework for HPB [43], BIM interoperability specifica‐
tion [44], BIM‐DOE design framework [29], BIM based optimization framework for HPB
[45], sustainable BIM [41,46,47], semantic web framework [48], ontology framework for
sustainable structure [49], performance assessment ontology [50], simulation based frame‐
work [24,51], façade design framework [52–54], single house design framework [55], BMS
framework for design and operation [56], qualitative assessment tool for building enve‐
lope [57], multicriteria decision making framework [16], case based reasoning framework
for HPB [31], and cross‐domain building data share platform [58].
The HPB planning and design problem aims to arrange collections of objects under
consideration in search spaces to meet the project objective. This is a typical engineering
problem that searches for the optimal formation of building element layout or geometry,
system configuration, construction and material properties, and other architectural and
system features in the given context, conditions, and constraints. The optimal formation
is searched for either in an off‐the‐shelf platform or in a customized or new environment.
Exemplary studies concerning optimal formation include exterior lighting design [37], fa‐
çade design [48,58], daylighting design [28,43,45], visual comfort design [52], energy per‐
formance design [24,29,43,45,46,51,52,55], life cycle cost optimization [45], refurbishment
cost optimization [39], servicescape design [40], and construction cost optimization [55].
The HPB process design problem aims to set up collections of objects and functions
under consideration in search spaces with temporal order. This is also a typical engineer‐
ing problem in building operation problems, but it is somewhat rare in building design
problems. Because this type of problem searches for an optimal sequence and schedule of
the objects that are already optimally located in terms of physical space, it is frequently
observed that the optimally located objects can be modified to make their process model
optimal for better lifecycle performance. Process design problems reported in the litera‐
ture are not many, and exemplary studies concerning process design include interopera‐
bility specification development [44], data acquisition process model [56], robustness‐
based decision making approach [59], and HPB design process modeling [60].
5. Knowledge Acquisition
Knowledge engineering refers to an activity to construct an ontological structure of
knowledge by means of heuristic rules, formula, semantic models, and other formalisms
on the basis of data acquired via observations, interviews, experiments, literature surveys,
analytics, and researches. Knowledge acquisition is therefore the first step of the
knowledge engineering. In the HPB design literature, they can be classified into heuristic
and computer‐aided acquisition methods, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Knowledge acquisition sources and methods.

KA‐I. Heuristic acquisition
KA‐I‐1. Unstructured interviews with experts and users
KA‐I‐2. Structured surveys with experts and users
KA‐I‐3. Protocol, code, guideline analysis
KA‐I‐4. Customary practice, business convention, de‐facto standards
KA‐II. Computer‐aided acquisition
KA‐II‐1. Web search
KA‐II‐2. Databases, digital libraries, ISPs
KA‐II‐3. Transactional and operational data (i.e., measured data)
KA‐II‐4. Simulated data
5.1. Heuristic Acquisition
Classical ways of collecting knowledge have been face‐to‐face interviews and sur‐
veys with domain experts. Business analysts and knowledge engineers collect clients’ re‐
quirements and documents, conceptualize a domain expert’s understanding and
knowledge, and finally implement plans to satisfy the client requirements using
knowledge engineering tools such as taxonomy, schematics, and maps. Thus, the most
basic heuristic knowledge acquisition method is conducting a structured/unstructured in‐
terview (Table 3). A structured interview involves a wide range of systematic question‐
naire tools that the knowledge collector can use to interview domain experts, such as sur‐
veys, lists, maps, and an early prototype system for feedback.
Protocol analysis involves the examination of verbal and signage rules for handling
domain problems that are customarily or privately used by domain experts, while code
analysis involves the examination of visual, schematic, and written rules, tutorials, man‐
uals, and guidelines. Similarly, expertise also can be acquired by using business conven‐
tions, customary practices, and de facto standards. A major difference between these
knowledge sources and protocols and codes is that the knowledge sources are verbal and
behavioral experiences that have been accumulated by practitioners, the so‐called rule of
thumb. Although these types of knowledge may not be stated in a written document, they
present a live body of knowledge at a currently running business, which is often very
useful to construct a semantic model. In many cases in the literature, however, the data
originated from customary practices and conventions tended to be stated without partic‐
ular remarks concerning its sources.
Table 3. Literature by heuristic knowledge acquisition.

KA‐
I‐1.

Unstructured
interviews

Energy saving features [61–63], Solar design [64]

KA‐
I‐2.

Structured surveys

AHP [41,65], systemic group survey [49,57]; CBA [16]; CBR
[30,31]; Energy saving features [61,62]; Usability testing [24]
Building energy performance gap [66]

KA‐
I‐3.

Protocol, code,
Energy code [27,52]; BREEAM [47]
guideline analysis
Customary practice, Daylight knowledge base [28]; Servicescape rule extraction
KA‐
convention,
[40]; Façade design rule [52]; Clash database schema and
I‐4.
de‐facto standards
feature definitions [67]
5.2. Computer‐Aided Acquisition
Since 1990, the explosive use of the internet and database services has expedited the
transformation of knowledge acquisition from off‐line and monodirectional sources to
online and interactive sources (Table 4). Apart from professional opinions and expertise
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and conventional practices, to which considerably effort and expense should be devoted
for knowledge acquisition, most data and information that used to be available in books
have been published online. Moreover, more online sources have become shared at no or
low cost, resulting in reduced expenditure for data collectors.
Table 4. Literature by computer‐aided knowledge acquisition.

KA‐
Web search
Semantic web [42,48,49]
II‐1.
KA‐
Manufacturers’ DB [55], Green material DB [47], GIS and cli‐
Databases and ISPs
II‐2.
mate service [48], Energy benchmark [19,20,36]
KA‐ Transactional and
Energy audit [17,18], Operation data [68–70]
II‐3.
operational data
Design of experiment [54], Simulated energy data [25,29,32–
KA‐
Simulated data
34,71], Optimization [37,39,43,45]
II‐4.
5.2.1. Web Search
The scope and class of data and information available on the web is more than those
of data and information in classic media. The main advantage of online information is that
they are “alive” and “self‐censored”; because web sites are managed by special author
groups (e.g., the EnergyPlus user group) or by anonymous public (e.g., Wikipedia), their
information is continuously updated if any glitches are observed. Some online open com‐
munities (e.g., eng‐tips.com) offer professional knowledge and troubleshooting, which
could previously have been obtained only through highly systematic interviews with field
experts. Furthermore, personal social network sites can offer meaningful background in‐
formation. However, basically, all the web sources should be cross‐validated.
5.2.2. Public Databases and Information Service Providers
Public design data such as climate and population data were previously obtainable
only by making an application to the public data warehouse. By contrast, currently, long‐
term public data, including microclimate, floating population, and energy use per indus‐
try sector, are released periodically for access by the general public. Furthermore, national
energy statistics derived from authority‐driven research projects (e.g., CBECS [72]) have
also been released to the public.
Commercial information service providers (ISPs) provide customized and stream‐
lined design information. For instance, some online weather ISPs provide application pro‐
gramming interfaces (APIs) for both real‐time and historic weather, and even simulation
weather files for specific locations. Some geographic information systems (GIS) provide
periodic floating population and traffic data for the last decade, which can be useful for
assessing project feasibility in the planning phase.
5.2.3. Transactional and Operational Data
As an increasing number of activities and interactions migrate online, the accumu‐
lated transactional data become a good source of design information. For instance, an in‐
crease in the sale of meal kits implies that kitchen and food preparation spaces can be
reduced in small residential buildings.
Sensor and monitors also provide operational big data. These operational data are
very useful not only to optimize building operation, but also to evaluate whether a build‐
ing is used for the designed purpose during post‐occupancy evaluations. In particular,
actual operational data often suggest values for new engineering design standards such
as the required ventilation rate per capita.
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5.2.4. Simulated Data
Although observed data can be the best source of live design knowledge, they are
hardly under control. Because the state of an actual facility is transient only in a certain
range, demand peaks that are typically used for the system design may not appear in an
observed data repository. Furthermore, there is no way to calculate the design tolerance
on the basis of the likelihood of specific events (e.g., TAC 2.5%) with observed data. In
this case, samplings from a formally or well‐established model (i.e., simulation mode) are
very useful to obtain nominal data.
6. Knowledge Representation
Knowledge representation is the explicit formalization of premises and phenomena
of the problem universe in a “machine‐readable” language. It describes what entity deter‐
mines (or causes) what consequences by “reasoning” about the problem space, embody‐
ing a formality that can be used to easily design and build a complex system.
As intelligent reasoning is the coherent and logical flow of inductive (or deductive)
thinking, it is inextricably intertwined with the related knowledge structure. Thereby
computer‐aided measures must provide information on how acquired knowledge is
framed, how the user’s question can be interpreted, decomposed, and resynthesized
within the framed knowledge, and finally how analytically the answer can be inferred
from the framed knowledge.
However, knowledge representation is not a data structure as Randall Davis indi‐
cated [73]. While every knowledge representation requires a data structure, the represen‐
tational property is in the correspondence to actual features in the world and in the con‐
straint that correspondence imposes [73]. In other words, while a fragmentary knowledge
can be represented by a data structure, an entire body of knowledge must be understood
within the problem semantics and context, even if the representation of the entire body
does not appear different from a simple data structure.
Therefore, this study includes, but not by way of limitation, data structures and equa‐
tions in a design knowledge representation scheme. This is because even such a simple
and plain representation can provide great insights over the problem space. Table 5 lists
the knowledge representation schemes employed in the reviewed HPB design studies,
and they range from schemes based on a simple logic to complex models.
Table 5. Knowledge representation schemes.

KR‐I. Logic, equations and rules
KR‐I‐1. First order logic and formula
KR‐I‐2. If‐then rules and case statements
KR‐I‐3. Fuzzy logic
KR‐II. Semantics and ontology
KR‐II‐1. RDF, OWL and SWRL
KR‐II‐2. Proprietary sematic model and ontology
KR‐II‐3. Building information model
KR‐III. Analysis model and simulation
KR‐III ‐1. Analysis model
KR‐III ‐2. Building performance simulation
KR‐IV. Machine learning
KR‐IV‐1. Regression
KR‐IV‐2. Classifiers
KR‐IV‐3. Neural networks
KR‐IV‐4. Trees
KR‐IV‐5. Primary factors
KR‐IV‐6. Clusters
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KR‐IV‐7. Pattern and association rule extraction
KR‐IV‐8. Multi agent systems
KR‐IV‐9. Optimization
KR‐V. Case‐based reasoning
KR‐VI. Group decision making
6.1. Knowledge Representation by Logic, Formula and Rules
Logic, formulas, and rules (Table 6) can be used to represent the HPB design
knowledge in a highly refined and succinct format; they provide users with directions or
guidance about what to do in a certain context and certain conditions, or directly provide
answers to users’ questions.
Table 6. Knowledge representation by logic, formula and rules (KR‐I).

KR‐I‐ First order logic Design indicator of energy performance [71], Robustness and per‐
1.
and formula
formance indicator [59] Building geometry indicator [74]
KR‐I‐
Design guideline [54], Servicescape design rule [40], Building de‐
If‐then rules
2.
sign alternative rule [52]
KR‐I‐
Design logic [28,38], Performance level assessment [41], Consen‐
Fuzzy logic
3.
sus scheme [57]
6.1.1. First Order Logic (FOL) and Formulas
First order logic describes theorems with predicates and quantification. A predicate
of the FOL takes an entity of the problem universe as input and describes what it is. For
instance, in the first‐order logic “X is Y,” the variable X can be instantiated (e.g., dog is an
animal), the variable Y (a function of X) can be conditioned (e.g., species of the dog) or
quantified (e.g., for every dog). Furthermore, relationships between predicates can be
stated with a hypothesis and a conclusion (e.g., if Bingo is a dog, then Bingo is an animal).
While first‐order logic describes mathematical axioms, a formula is a more practical
formalism to identify what entity can be equated to another by a mathematical expression.
They are typically written as a logic, arithmetic, algebraic, or closed‐form expression. They
are advantageous for expressing the “primary” behavior of the problem space with single
letters instead of words or phrases. Thus, a formula can capture the principle of a large
and complex system more easily.
For instance, the shape factor (Equation (1)) is the ratio of a building’s total external
surface area to its internal volume. According to the shape factor formula, a building de‐
sign with a higher shape factor results in higher heat loss and gain through the envelope.
Using the formula, a designer can determine, with a quantitative basis, whether or not
building mass should be made more compact in order to reduce the heat transfer (Equa‐
tion (1)—Shape factor [75]).
𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐹

∑

[m2/m3]

(1)

where S denotes surface area [m2] and V denotes internal volume [m3].
6.1.2. IF‐THEN Rule
Rules are useful to engineer and store information in a generalized form because they
are declarative and procedural. Owing to their simple assertion and their easy implemen‐
tation for reasoning about assertions, the rule‐based expert system is the earliest and most
widely known knowledge‐based system.
According to [76] representing knowledge by using rules has three advantages: i)
easier acquisition and maintenance (domain experts can define and manage the rules
themselves without programming), ii) transparency (it is explainable how the inference
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was made and how it leads to the conclusion), and iii) new knowledge discovery (reason‐
ing about and synthesizing rules often reveals new knowledge).
For instance, the following rule [54] indicates the desired change of illuminance per
unit distance between an object and a device. Referring this rule, a designer can simply
control the expected illuminance level of his/her design by adjusting the distance between
the opening and the sensor.
Rule 1. A design rule to change illuminance level [54].

IF SensorPriority is High AND SensorType is Illuminance AND IlluminancePerfor‐
mance is TooLow:
(a) IF distanceFromGoal is Far, THEN DesiredChange is “Increase Illuminance by a
Large Amount”;
(b) IF distanceFromGoal is Close, THEN DesiredChange is “Increase Illuminance by a
Small Amount”.
6.1.3. Fuzzy Logic
The above mentioned first‐order logic, formula, and rules define a Boolean operation
for each. However, most knowledge is vague and imprecise in nature. For instance, for a
rule “IF temperature is hot, THEN turn the fan on,” the perception of “hot” differs among
occupants. Fuzzy logic has the capability to recognize, represent, manipulate, interpret,
and use data and information that are vague and lack certainty [77].
For instance, Figure 2 depicts a fuzzy model for assessing green building perfor‐
mance by evaluating environmental, economic, and social level inputs, which are de‐
scribed in linguistic terms. As linguistic terms should have a subjective meaning for every
respondent, fuzzy membership functions are formulated to “quantify” both inputs and
outputs and to “normalize” the performance level.

Figure 2. Fuzzy model for green building performance assessment (modified from [41]).
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6.2. Knowledge Representation by Semantics and Ontology
In general, the design of a building advances as the alternatives are compared and
the drawbacks are overcome while focusing on the advantages. Thus, multiple alterna‐
tives are prepared, analyzed, and integrated to be then iterated in the initial design phase.
However, only the selected alternatives have their advantages and disadvantages ana‐
lyzed and their features singled out in the later phase. As users should understand the
characteristics of design problems and make complex predictions involving factors such
as synergy depending on the decision made rather than relying on refined knowledge
such as KR‐I (Section 6.1), it has become increasingly necessary to represent knowledge
with “schema” and “ontology” as listed in Table 7.
Table 7. Knowledge representation by semantics and ontology (KR‐II).

KR‐
II‐1.

KR‐
II‐2.
KR‐
II‐3.

Performance assessment ontology, simulation Domain Model on‐
tology, semantic Sensor Network ontology [50], SEMERGY build‐
ing model [48], Information extraction ontology [27], gbXML for
Sematic model
as‐built building scanning [78], SysML for sustainable building
and ontology
design [79,80], Hierarchical graph‐based building model [81], Re‐
lational database schema for transformation of BIM [82], Product‐
oriented knowledge base and optimization process model [83]
Structural design rule [49], ifcOWL [50,84], Semantic BIM [55],
RDFS, OWL and
SEMERGY building model [48], Linked data ontology [42], En‐
SWRL
ergy efficiency knowledge base [85]
Building infor‐
BIM integrated with performance based design [29,44,45,47])
mation model

6.2.1. Semantic Model and Ontology
A semantic model is a set of descriptions and specifications that represent infor‐
mation about the subjects of the problem universe, structure/hierarchy/relations of the
subjects, and their properties and functions. Ontology is a schema or method to construct
a semantic model by specifying how categories and concepts are defined, what properties
and relations are drawn between the concepts, how data and entities substantiate the con‐
cept, and any other significance to explain the problem universe.
As indicated, users can find many semantic modeling languages in the field; some of
them are general‐purpose standard languages such as Integrated DEFinition Methods
(IDEF) and Unified Modeling Language (UML), while some others are proprietary lan‐
guages for building HPB domain ontologies such as gbXML for green buildings, CIS/2 for
structural steel projects, and Systems Modeling Language (SysML) for systems engineer‐
ing.
For instance, Figure 3 depicts a building semantic model [42] that is made by propri‐
etary ontology. It contains building‐related information from various sources, including
the web, and describes properties, behavior, and relations determined from performance
evaluations; performance‐related information is acquired, formatted, and then systemi‐
cally stored in this model. By synthesizing known knowledge and queries over the se‐
mantic model, a designer can acquire new design knowledge—for instance, the area‐av‐
eraged U‐value of all glazings can be calculated by querying the aperture areas and the
windows installed on them.
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Figure 3. Part of the SEMERGY building model (modified from [48]).

6.2.2. Resource Description Framework (RDF), Web Ontology Language (OWL) and Se‐
mantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
The RDF is a metadata model that defines a data model to store web resources. It
uses the form subject–predicate–object, known as triple. As RDF stores these triples and
then connects them, RDF is a graph data model. Thus, RDF data are directed and labeled
multigraphs, and they are known to be better suited for representing real‐world situations
than other data models.
However, with only the RDF as the data model, it is difficult to represent real‐world
knowledge because the data model is merely a container. The structure and properties of
data entities and relations between those entities should be declared additionally to cap‐
ture real‐world activities and insights. An RDF schema (RDFS) was developed for a
schema language to connect and describe the behavior and relation of web resources
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stored in the RDF data model. When RDF data models are created by different teams for
different uses at different times, RDFS works as a universal translator between data mod‐
els (so‐called common vocabularies). Accordingly, RDFS is in object oriented that de‐
scribes classes of objects in nature.
OWL is also a schema language that enables not only data modeling but also auto‐
mated reasoning. Compared with RDFS, OWL offers a larger vocabulary (to define classes
and relations), allows users to tailor the modeling option for achieving a faster query
search and conceptual reasoning (e.g., by imposing constraints), and eventually optimizes
for particular applications based on computational realities.
SWRL is a markup language for publishing and sharing rule bases on the web. It
combines OWL (‐DL) with a subset of the rule markup language in order to standardize
inference rules (i.e., to increase implementability). Its rules are expressed in terms of the
OWL scheme (classes, properties, and individuals) and Horn‐like rules at the cost of de‐
cidability and practical implementation.
For instance, the following OWL and SWRL in Rule 2 describe a design rule for a
sustainable structure with low embodied energy [49]; the rule signifies that the total em‐
bodied CO2e of a concrete column equals the volume of the column multiplied by the
embodied CO2e per unit volume. Using this rule, a designer can assess the total embodied
CO2e of a concrete column, and then optimize its dimension and composition in order to
have less embodied CO2e.
Rule 2. Design rule to calculate total embodied CO2e of a concrete column [49].

Column(?C) ∧ Volume(?C,?CV) ∧ hasConcrete(?C,?Con) ∧ Concrete(?Con) ∧
EmbodiedCO2e(?Con,?ECO2) ∧ swrlb:multiply(?TECO2,?CV,?ECO2)→To‐
talECO2e(?C,?TECO2)
6.2.3. Building Information Modeling (BIM)
As semantic model is not a data model that simply stores information but represents
the domain knowledge and demonstrates use cases. BIM is a special and standard version
of a semantic model used in the AEC industry, and it contains spatial relationships, quan‐
tities, properties, and time and cost information of building components as well as 3D
geometry. In particular, BIM is a shared knowledge representation about a facility for
forming a reliable decision basis during the life cycle of the facility.
Since HPB design should consider the total cost of ownership from very early design
phases, the number of HPB design studies mentioning BIM is increasing. For instance,
[44] proposed a BIM‐based process model for design check and energy performance eval‐
uation (Figure 4). By following this interoperability process, all stakeholders related to
HPB conceptual design can understand their roles and exchange artifacts and information
to identify all possible design alternatives.
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Figure 4. Process map of design check and energy benchmark at concept design stage (modified from [44]).

6.3. Knowledge Representation by Analysis Model and Simulation
HPB decision‐makers employ performance analysis to quantitatively evaluate an en‐
vironmental impact of their alternatives and predict the performance of their design. This
is because a building analysis and performance model (Table 8.) represents the building
physics in the built environment, systems, surrounding environment, and occupant reac‐
tions and responses. Thus, the principal mechanism and dynamics of a building perfor‐
mance model should be modeled at an adequate level with the appropriate type of math‐
ematical equations and expressions under multiple dimensions, but assuming nominal
semantics between model entities.
Table 8. Knowledge representation by analysis model and simulation (KR‐III).

KR‐
III‐1.
KR‐
III‐2.

Analysis model
Building performance
simulation

Inverse gray box reduced order model [86], Reduced
order model [87], VRF and air handler [88]
Daylight simulation [28,38], Energy simulation
[24,51,52,55], IAQ [29,51]

6.3.1. Analysis Model
The first principles are employed to understand the physical behavior of the built
environment and systems, interactions between a building and its surrounding, and the
resulting dynamic and steady states of the building, such as the energy balance equation
(Equation (2)). As more aspects such as visual comfort and hygrothermal performance are
involved in the HPB design, more terms should be included in the first principles, which
renders abstract building physics more complex.
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While analyses of several performance aspects pertain to practical and popular use
cases, or to special and professional use cases that have been packaged and deployed in
off‐the‐shelf simulation tools, numerical analyses reported in the literature have been fo‐
cused more on new (combined and comprehensive) performance aspects that expand the
parameters consideration for making HPB design decisions. See Equation (2)—Energy
balance equation for a zone:
A∙L∙ρ∙𝐶 ∙

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡

𝑄

𝑄
𝑄
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6.3.2. Building Performance Simulation
Analysis models of building and systems have been effective in proving the concept
of new building technologies in the research field. As HPB design is more focused on the
comprehensive performance of the entire building, designers have to analyze multiple
performance aspects of the building concurrently. Accordingly, analysis tools that were
primarily used for research have been packaged and released as standalone performance
simulations for enabling general users to make design decisions. The users of the simula‐
tion tools are architects and practitioner engineers rather than researchers. The popularity
of off‐the‐shelf simulation tools and platforms have relieved architects and practitioner
engineers of the burden of manual acquisition of appropriate and reasonable model pa‐
rameters by using built‐in defaults and libraries.
The main contribution of off‐the‐shelf simulation tools to knowledge formulation is
that they directly offer condensed knowledge about libraries (material, construction, pro‐
files, etc.), design defaults, the standard simulation process and its analysis, and boundary
conditions. Consequently, designers, as general users, can concentrate on evaluating the
performance of their alternatives instead of modeling, validating, and troubleshooting.
6.4. Knowledge Representation by Machine Learning Algorithms
Often, the underlying trends of and effects of one parameter on another parameter
are empirically obtained through parametric simulations. These analysis insights can
serve as design information, and they are eventually accumulated and refined as HPB
design knowledge.
Even without an analysis and simulation model based on first principles, data‐driven
models based on raw data can be formulated using machine learning algorithms. Machine
learning algorithms are largely divided into supervisory learning, unsupervisory learn‐
ing, and reinforced learning. These algorithms “learn” sensible or latent relations between
features or between inputs and outputs, and they then construct a derived model that
contains knowledge about the problem space. The derived model can serve as a surrogate
for an analytical model, and it can offer trends and estimations, classify causality relations,
and even directly suggest design rules and solutions. The categories of machine learning
algorithms listed in Table 9. were major driving forces for the development of data‐driven
models in previous studies.
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Table 9. Knowledge representation by machine learning (KR‐IV).

KR‐IV‐1.

Regression

KR‐IV‐2.

Classification

KR‐IV‐3.

Neural
networks

KR‐IV‐4.

Trees

KR‐IV‐5.

Primary
factors

KR‐IV‐6.

Clustering

KR‐IV‐7.

Pattern and
association
rule
extraction

KR‐IV‐8.

Optimization

KR‐IV‐8.

Multi agent
systems

Regression [25,33,34,36], Multiple regression [89], Sup‐
port vector regression [90,91]
SVM [36], Random Forests, AdaBoost Decision Tree,
SVM [92]
Neuro fuzzy [32], ANN [36,90,91]
Random forest [36], Classification and regression tree
[20,91,92], Random Forests, AdaBoost Decision Tree
[92], Conditional inference tree [14]
Main effects [54], Factor effects [29], Sensitivity analysis
[18,25,33,35,93]
k‐means [16–19,94], KNN [95], k‐shape clustering [96],
DBSCAN [45]
Text mining [30,31], Pattern matching extraction [27],
Bayesian inference [86], Automated regulatory compli‐
ance check [97], Sequential pattern mining [98], Associa‐
tion rule learning [45]
Multi‐criteria optimization [16,37,55], Passive perfor‐
mance optimization [43,99], BIM‐based design optimiza‐
tion [45], Expert system for refurbishment [39]
Design exploration [53]

6.4.1. Regressions
Regression analysis estimates the relationship between the outcome (i.e., dependent
variable) and the input variables (i.e., independent variables, explanatory variables, and
features). As supervisory learning algorithms, regressions are used for predicting and
forecasting the outcome. This is done by identifying causal relationships between the out‐
come and a set of input variables by using quantitative terms. As the causal relationships
are presented in an intuitive manner, unlike other black box algorithms, regressions are
often very useful for designers to choose what design features they should initially focus
on. For instance, the energy consumption of a building in an early design stage can be
approximated using the number of stories (NS), floor area (FA), form ratio (FR), window‐
to‐wall ratio (WWR), coefficient of performance (COP), and energy efficiency ratio (EER),
as shown in Equation (3) (multivariable regression of energy consumption by early phase
building variables [34]).
EC

A

𝛽 ∗ 1/𝐹𝑅
𝛽 ∗ 1/𝐹𝑅 𝛽 ∗ 𝑒
∗ log 𝐶𝑂𝑃
𝛽 ∗ log 𝐸𝐸𝑅

𝛽 ∗ 1/𝑊𝑊𝑅

𝛽

(3)

6.4.2. Classification
Classification involves selecting the class or category to which an observation (of new
data) belongs after the categories are identified by training instances in the raw data. It is
a supervisory learning algorithm in that the category for a training instance is adjusted by
evaluating its value against the expected outcome. By contrast, clustering is an unsuper‐
visory learning algorithm because categories are determined according to inherent simi‐
larity or distance between data.
Classifier refers to a machine learning algorithm or a mathematical function that eval‐
uates the unlabeled instance and then determines its category. Classifiers have a specific
set of dynamic rules, which includes an interpretation procedure to handle vague or un‐
known values, all tailored to the type of inputs being examined [100]. Different types of
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classifiers correspond to different dynamic rules, and examples are linear classifiers, sup‐
port vector machines, kernel estimation, neural networks, and decision trees. A classifier
analyzes a set of quantifiable properties of the data set, which is called feature or explan‐
atory variable. Features can be categorical, ordinal, integer, or float, and they eventually
decide the best performing classifier type or combination of classifiers. For instance, Fig‐
ure 5 and Equation (4) illustrate that a Naive Bayesian classifier developed from an offline
rule‐based repository identifies the system type based on a new event from a building.

Figure 5. The Naive Bayesian classifier for selecting system type [101]
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6.4.3. Neural Networks
Basically, a neural network is a predictor, but can function a classifier depending on
the type of target output. Thus, a neural network involves supervisory learning, and it
attempts to minimize the averaged error between the network’s output and the desired
output. Neural networks are known to show high capability in capturing the nonlinear
behavior of a system since hidden layers between the input and output layers, which are
composed of multiple perceptrons, dissect the system into multiple dimensions, and their
weights then connect those dimensions. Although overfitting can be a drawback of neural
networks, theories and measures to handle overfitting have been intensively applied.
For instance, energy demands of buildings with different form factors, azimuth an‐
gles, transparency ratios, and insulation thicknesses have been trained and their meta‐
relations were then formulated into an ANN model (Figure 6). A designer can estimate
the energy demand of alternatives without running load analysis or a simulation. How‐
ever, unlike a regression model, the designer has no means to understand what design
variables among the trained variables have the largest impact on the demand, without
trials‐and‐errors.
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Figure 6. Energy demand model by ANN (modified from [32]).

6.4.4. Trees
A decision tree is a tree‐shaped model in which classification rules and possible con‐
sequences are encoded. Thus, it represents the major and directional conditional causality
and cascading inferences of the problem space.
As decision trees are transparent, it is simple to understand and interpret the
knowledge that they represent. Furthermore, because they display all the possible deci‐
sion scenarios, users can compare possible decisions from the worst to the best cases,
which gives them confidence in their decisions as well as warns of the responsibility for a
wrong decision. However, the instability and low accuracy of decision tree have made
users resort to other classifier and predictor algorithms. Ensemble trees such as random
forest have enhanced the classification and prediction performance of single trees, but
with little transparency.
For instance, Figure 7 depicts a range of energy use per combination of building fea‐
tures using a classification and regression tree. The superiority of decision trees compared
with other machine learning algorithms for making predictions results from their trans‐
parency, and a designer can make decisions in serial upon one single choice while still
watching the big picture overview.
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Figure 7. Classification and regression tree for total energy use of building feature groups (modified from [20]).

6.4.5. Primary Factors
Although any property or attribute of a problem can be a feature, actually, feature
refers to a determinant characteristic of the problem as long as it is useful to understand
the problem space. Feature engineering therefore aims to extract explanatory variables
and their significant range according to the analysis purpose from raw data by using data
mining, which is referred to as feature learning.
Often it is not mathematically and computationally convenient to extract useful fea‐
tures from convoluted real‐world data. In this case, feature leaning can be used for explor‐
ative examinations, not by explicit algorithms. The features extracted from the real‐world
data are then used for dimension reduction of the problem space. Otherwise, they can be
used to modify the heuristics to discern the major behavior of the problem space.
Types of feature learnings observed in the literature can be largely divided into sen‐
sitivity analysis and feature projection. Feature projection captures some structures un‐
derlying the high‐dimensional input data and then transforms (or inflates) them into syn‐
thesized or reconstructed data of fewer dimensions. Sensitivity analysis is basically un‐
certainty analysis to identify how uncertainty in the output of a mathematical “model”
can be divided and allocated to different sources of the uncertainty in its inputs [102]. It is
different from feature projection in that sensitivity analysis tests the robustness of the es‐
tablished model to understand significant uncertainty, while feature projection mainly
performs dimension reduction, which is in fact for constructing a more efficient model.
Sensitivity analysis provides more domain‐oriented knowledge concerning the problem
space, such as a lineup of the most sensitive variables in a given uncertainty range. For
instance, design parameters that influence the energy use, over‐temperature penalty, and
daylight performance can be chosen by sensitivity analysis (Figure 8). The designer can
then adjust the value of the design parameters to fit the desired performance range.
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Figure 8. Sensitivity of design parameters over energy, thermal, and daylight performances [25].

6.4.6. Clustering
Clustering is the process of grouping a set of data with similar properties, such that
one cluster should be differentiated from another cluster in terms of characteristics. It is a
commonly employed statistical analysis technique that is called exploratory data mining.
In other words, clustering is a front‐end analysis to extract knowledge when not much
information is available about the raw data of interest.
While classification employs predefined classes annotated with the target variable,
clustering only identifies similarities between data and differences between clusters. Ac‐
cordingly, a reasonable set of clusters for the raw data in the problem space provides a
good base to take a divide‐and‐conquer approach, in which classifications can be per‐
formed for each cluster. Properties to determine clusters include distance between a clus‐
ter’s member data, density of the data space, intervals between data or particular statisti‐
cal distributions.
Typically, clustering is performed iteratively, and it involves trials and failures.
Therefore, it is often required to remix, rearrange, and relabel the raw data, or remove
outliers (i.e., preprocessing) until a satisfactory degree of clusters is achieved. Owing to
this exploratory nature of clustering, different clustering algorithms should be repeatedly
tested for a particular set of raw data, and clustering performed by tested algorithms
should be evaluated and compared.
For instance, energy signatures of 56 office buildings prior‐ and post‐retrofits were
collected and divided into three clusters using k‐means (Figure 9). [18] identified that the
gross floor area, non‐air‐conditioning energy consumption, average chiller plant effi‐
ciency, and installed capacity of chillers could be the best classification criteria (using the
clustering algorithm) to allow the retrofit strategy to be varied per cluster.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Building features that provide the best result for retrofit measure clustering (modified from [18]). (a) GFA; (b)
Non‐air‐conditioning energy (pre‐retrofit); (c) Average chiller plant efficiency (kW/RT); (d) Total installed capacity (RT).

6.4.7. Pattern and Association Rule Extraction
As indicated above, tangible rules that are able to describe mechanics of the problem
space and system behavior are declarative and procedural knowledge. As long as govern‐
ing rules can be heuristically extracted by subject matter experts and domain experts,
quality and effectiveness of the heuristic rules should be dependent on individual expert’s
subjective experience and perspective. As acquisition of useful knowledge from the right
experts is one of the hardest and the most tough processes for constructing a knowledge
base, it also takes extraordinary long time for experts to build practical and refined do‐
main knowledge.
Use of machine “learning” algorithms to mine useful information and purified
knowledge out of big data can expedite the knowledge construction process, and also ef‐
fectively filter out useful knowledge for solving a specific problem. Most of all, association
rule mining is a machine learning algorithm for identifying strong rules that implicitly
govern the problem space. It is an unsupervisory learning because it does not assume any
structure, and also raw data are not annotated or labeled. In many cases, therefore, asso‐
ciation rule mining algorithms limit minimum support and confidence thresholds to
avoid the case that strong but statistically less meaningful rules are captured.
Figure 10 illustrates the sequence of extracting compliance check rule from energy
conservation codes using text mining algorithm [27]. The automated rule extraction
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would ease designer’s manual effort in filtering out the requirements from regulatory doc‐
uments and in annotating regulatory document.

Figure 10. Sequence of compliance check rule extraction from energy conservation codes (modified from [27]).
6.4.8. Optimization
Design optimization involves selecting the optimal design by employing a mathe‐
matical description of the design problem along with mathematical optimization algo‐
rithms. The mathematical formulation of a design optimization problem is to search for a
set of optimal model inputs that minimizes (or maximizes) the objective function for given
constraints and ranges of variables; the objective function is the outcome performance of
a parametric model such as energy use intensity (EUI).
In fact, the conventional manual process of searching for the optimal solution is not
different from this automated mathematical programming; a designer evaluates multiple
design alternatives, compares their expected performance and selection risks, and finally
orders the most optimal design values. However, the designer cannot obtain a sufficient
number of alternatives in a limited time and with limited resources. Consequently, man‐
ually chosen optimal designs tend to be another design that has been altered from a pre‐
vious design under similar circumstances and context. By contrast, design optimization
can evaluate more alternatives much faster.
Based on a building performance simulation that represents knowledge about phys‐
ical behavior and interactions between the built environment and systems, the model for‐
mulation and evaluation framework for mathematical programming represent the HPB
design knowledge about the desired and feasible level of optimality for designer. For in‐
stance, while energy cost as part of operation cost can be calculated from energy use re‐
sulted from simulations that are already defined by the legacy design knowledge, de‐
signer should define his/her own refurbishment cost calculation based on assumptions
and approximations of the construction cost, financial cost add‐ons, risk cost, and other
costs. Then the optimization framework seeks for the global optimal cost comparing op‐
eration cost and refurbishment cost (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Cost optimization of refurbishment alternatives (modified from [39]).

6.4.9. Multi Agent Systems
When a mathematical model is not available although the problem space is known,
multiple agents are able to find out explanatory insights about the problem space, and
then interpret them into their collective action. Thus they behave closely to physical phe‐
nomena of the physically constrained world.
Moreover, when only simulated model of the problem space is given, but both ana‐
lytical and numerical explorations are not feasible due to complexity and scale of the space
in a limited timeline, multiple agents are able to collect state and dynamics within each
one’s boundary, collection of which becomes a surrogate of the simulation model.
Multiple agents try to solve given problem at their best although some may be suc‐
cessful and others are not. Compared to optimization, multi agent systems can prevent
propagation of faults, self‐recover and be fault tolerant in searching a solution, mainly due
to the redundancy of components [103], thereby more agents can be dispatched to more
vulnerable spots. Consequently, multiple agent system can represent the real‐world sce‐
nario with a cheaper cost.
For instance, [53] introduced the MAS to explore generative façade designs that meet
multiple performance requirement as well as to implement non‐deterministic design pro‐
cess where the precise definition of local rules can be combined with analytical tools (Fig‐
ure 12). Eventually this automated design process has assisted architects and their collab‐
orators in generating higher performing design solutions with unique outlooks.
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Figure 12. Façade geometry generation by MAS [53].
6.5. Knowledge Representation by Case‐Based Reasoning
Case‐based reasoning is the process of solving a new problem by referring to solu‐
tions of similar past problems, the same way that human reasoning is based on past cases
and training. Compared with rule induction algorithms based on accumulated compre‐
hensive cases, case‐based reasoning makes local generalization with several episodes, in‐
stead of global generalization. However, it is not a rare situation in practice, as shown in
Table 10, that data are too scarce for making a statistical inference; for such situations,
case‐based reasoning can provide a practical knowledge base built in a short term with a
limited data set.
For instance, the green building experience‐mining model [31] classified previous
green building solutions according to criteria such as type, construction, and applied tech‐
nologies, as depicted in Figure 13. This model enables the designer to easily investigate
previous solutions and select the most appropriate benchmark.
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Figure 13. Case storage structure of the green building experience‐mining model (modified from
[31]).
Table 10. Knowledge representation by case‐based reasoning (KR‐V) and group decision making
(KR‐VI).

Case‐based
Case representation and retrieval [16,30,31,104], Case based
reasoning
reasoning with expert system [97], Knowledge‐based BIM [105]
Group decision
AHP [57,104], Choosing by advantage [16], Score‐driven
KR‐VI.
support system decision support [65], Multi‐criteria decision making [106–108]
KR‐V.

6.6. Knowledge Representation by Group Decision Support
Among stake holders, making a decision on the basis of the collective intelligence of
experts is perceived to be more comprehensive and less risky than a decision made by a
single individual. Although it is true in most cases, when there is not enough time for
deliberation, discussion, and dialogue, when there is not enough information to share and
communicate, when each member does not have clear criteria or skills to vote for the pref‐
erence, and/or when influencers of a group may dominate over others who can make a
meaningful contribution, group decision can be less efficient and effective, and even bi‐
ased.
A group decision support system is a structured and computer‐based framework to
assist a group of stakeholders in considering various courses of thinking and reasoning in
a short timeframe, to reduce human‐oriented errors and to formalize a priori experiences
into quantified decision criteria.
For instance, data of green building features can be collected from experts in the field
via pair‐wise questionnaires. Then, the most important parameters of rating systems cho‐
sen on the basis of their subjective weights can be selected using the analytical hierarchy
process (AHP), (Figure 14). Subsequently, fuzzy rules (i.e., performance evaluation
knowledge) are used to quantify the performance level for each design case.
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Figure 14. AHP process for assessing the performance level of green buildings [41].

7. Summary of HPB Design Knowledge Acquisition and Representation
The findings from literature review regarding HPB design knowledge acquisition
(KA) are summarized below.
1.

2.

3.

Traditional methods that enable knowledge acquisition through strategies such as
interviews and surveys with experts are still widely used. Passive knowledge acqui‐
sition that extracts portable knowledge by discovering and analyzing knowledge
from documented facts is also considerably used. However, studies that provide de‐
tailed explanations of the methods of extracting knowledge from dialogue with ex‐
perts or their opinions or from design knowledge from document‐formatted facts are
still scarce.
There is a growing number of studies that extract knowledge from digital media,
analyze big data, or employ computer‐analyzed data as a knowledge acquisition
source. However, the main actors who collect raw data, select data, and analysis
methods, and conduct analysis are still domain experts or agents who should be ver‐
ified by domain experts. Thus, the subjective opinions and heuristics of analyzers
must be involved even in computer‐aided acquisition.
Computer‐aided acquisition has the advantage of enabling the extraction of portable
knowledge from a relatively objective knowledge source that has wider viewpoints.
In most cases, the perspective of domain experts can be further expanded by com‐
puter‐aided acquisition and, in some cases, even the bias initially possessed by do‐
main experts can be corrected. Thus, it is more reasonable to perform computer‐aided
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knowledge engineering directly by domain experts or to verify the (machine) ex‐
tracted knowledge by domain experts.
The findings from literature review regarding HPB design knowledge representation
(KR) are summarized below.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

There were rules, frames, and a semantic network as in the conventional knowledge
representation formalism of the expert system, and the knowledge representation
types shown in the HPB design references were also originated from them.
Several studies employ KR‐I, because the rules and logic are the methods to represent
the primary factors of knowledge the most succinctly and clearly. Although all re‐
lated knowledge cannot be represented in detail, the primary knowledge such as the
governing equation is relatively easy to be acquired and the representation by the
rules and logic has no room for misunderstanding or misinterpretation. In addition,
the rules and logic are the knowledge representation that can be easily accepted and
understood by designers, as the regulations that most affect the building design are
the rule formats.
However, KR‐I cannot fully represent the characteristics and state of the knowledge
agent. In addition, it is difficult to systematically represent the knowledge about the
activity between the knowledge agents, as well as their temporal and spatial interac‐
tions. In particular, there is an evident limitation for representing direct and indirect
HPB design knowledge using KR‐I for buildings, because the types of entities that
are involved with the behavior of a large system and their interaction should be tran‐
sient and diverse given the significant size of its system—which is the case with
buildings. Thus, in recent years, studies have increasingly employed the KR‐II se‐
mantic model and ontology as the framework of building design knowledge to rep‐
resent detailed knowledge, such as the interaction between entities or change of state
in building entities.
Notably, building ontology can employ proprietary ontology specialized for a given
problem or standard BIM. The former can only represent matters about a given prob‐
lem efficiently, with the disadvantage of decreasing compatibility if the problem
scope is expanded or changed. The latter has a drawback that the scope of the BIM
may have a larger scope and more inappropriate detail than the scope and detail
required by the design problem. Thus, it would be more appropriate to select the
specific KR‐III building performance model specifically for the corresponding per‐
formance problem.
KR‐II and KR‐III are rich models that can not only represent fine details, but also
provide significant knowledge that can be used in design decision‐making if the
model is filled with significant input values to some extent. Ultimately, the reliability
of the incomplete model’s simulation results must be considerably low if the value
that is directly related to a given problem is difficult to be acquired and/or if the input
value sensitivity is coincidently large when the confidence on the model input value
is low. In line with this, an increasing number of studies have reported on the analysis
and interpretation methods that are useful to design decision‐making, which are re‐
quired when using KR‐II and KR‐III.
KR‐I, II, and III are relatively refined knowledge representation formalisms. How‐
ever, as the proportion of knowledge acquisition from the database, digital media,
and monitoring data increases daily, the ratio of research that extracts design
knowledge required from raw data using machine learning algorithms has increased
steadily.
In particular, HPB design knowledge has been increasingly acquired from data ana‐
lytics for design insights that extract latent rules, hidden patterns, trends, and meta‐
models from the processed data, which are prepared by collecting discrete simula‐
tions or rule results. While the traditional analysis method comprises the extraction
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6.

7.

of underlying knowledge, such as governing equation or primary factor using re‐
gressions or sensitivity analysis, attempts to implement a data model or data struc‐
ture of raw data dynamics using supervised learning algorithms or to identify raw
data structures and patterns using unsupervised learning algorithm have recently
increased.
Although it is important for design problems to represent the problem space and
conditions comprehensively and succinctly thereby helping designers to develop the
solution efficiently, reaching the optimal solution is ultimately the designer’s respon‐
sibility, as he/she is the one who employs all the time and effort to select the solution.
Thus, studies on automated optimization framework and multi‐agent systems which
find design solutions under the condition and constraints that designers define, and
then directly suggest the solutions have increased rapidly in the past 10 years. In this
case, designers select the scope of the design knowledge which is already defined by
the certified knowledge provider (e.g., off‐the‐shelf simulation) and thus focus more
on how to implement the outcome out of the selected design knowledge.
To acquire significant interpretation via machine learning, a considerable amount of
base data must be secured. Otherwise, a realistic alternative can be selecting the final
solution through case‐based reasoning or group decision‐making using a limited
number of cases. Thus, platforms where various group decision‐making processes
are implemented keep being reported in the recent literature.

8. Requirements of KA, KR, and Decision Support for Developing Design
Expert System
The expert system should provide a solution to the design problems questioned by
users. That is, it provides a simple answer for a simple question and context‐driven advice
that analyzes multiple scenarios based on conditions and assumptions for a complex prob‐
lem.
However, “knowledgeable” user would first evaluate the solution provided by the
system by referring to the analysis provided by the system along with the solution rather
than only accepting the solution provided by the system without questioning. In other
words, the expert system should be used to confirm the users’ ideas or to induce and per‐
suade users to a different direction by providing a basis for users to judge.
By opening the logic to the user from the analysis criteria and process, as well as the
analysis results that lead to the solution, it is important for users to make a final decision
on the reasoning and the use of inference procedure not by the system. That is, the process
of finding the solution is more important—if decision makers experience finding the so‐
lution by themselves or at least witness the decision‐making process, they are more con‐
fident with the conclusion because they understand how the system arrived at the conclu‐
sion. This claim is supported by a recent design study by Brown [109] that designers often
prefer flexible design environments that allowed for more creative control and freedom
over design options, when compared to an automated optimization approach. Thereby he
suggested the further development that seeks to integrate human intuition along with
computational feedback and guidance.
The results of the analysis on the trends in the literature regarding HPB designs in
the past 10 years have revealed the requirements of KA, KR, and decision support that
should be met by the HPB design expert system as followings.
1.

2.

Heuristics is still a good source of design knowledge. However, both direct and in‐
direct knowledge regarding design decision‐making should be acquired directly
from domain experts or tools recommended by the experts. If experts cannot acquire
knowledge by themselves, they should at least play the role of quality assurance (QA)
for the acquired knowledge.
It is difficult to completely acquire all the valid knowledge that solves the design
problem solely through the experts’ heuristics. Thus, knowledge extracted through
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3.

4.

5.

6.

data analytics should work as a complementary tool, and the expert system should
provide a platform to manage extraction, formation, synthesis, new insertion, and
modification of knowledge for the both types of knowledge sources so as to achieve
synergy between them.
The expert knowledge particularly acquired by data analytics should be managed by
open systems to be utilized in similar problems in the future after the knowledge is
complete in both representation and formalization. It should also be transparent and
tangible for users to easily understand, select, and apply the knowledge acquired.
Primary knowledge extracted from raw data should first be represented in a format
as portable and compact as possible so as to be applicable to a wide range of design
contexts and situations such as formula and if‐then rules, although it may not be suf‐
ficiently accurate and precise to a specific configuration of the design problem.
It is noteworthy that, because the knowledge base consisting of only the primary
knowledge cannot reflect the unique characteristics of a specific problem context, the
secondary knowledge needs to be derived by applying the primary knowledge to the
context frame after configuring separately the frame that reflects the design context.
Thus, the primary knowledge should be a format whose knowledge structure is sim‐
ple and that can describe knowledge one‐dimensionally to be easily incorporated
into the context frame such as model.
Instead of using a proprietary context frame, a framework such as a publicly vali‐
dated BIM or certified simulation model should be used even if the scope is larger
than a given scope. If a framework is newly built by users, subjective opinions of the
user must be involved. Thus, the knowledge implemented by the framework is likely
to include potential and constant biases. Thus, it may cause a distortion to the sec‐
ondary knowledge derived from the framework.
Recently many studies proposed the system that enables directly obtaining the de‐
sign solution such as optimization and the agent‐based system, because the resource
and time to execute the performance evaluation and analysis of the alternatives are
not sufficient even if designers are well experienced in HPB. That is, if designers do
not have sufficient expertise on HPB, an expert system should be able to provide HPB
design knowledge suitable to the design context as well as directly offer the design
alternative like a HPB consultant.
However, the purpose of employing HPB consultants by designers even with the cost
is to take professional expertise and receive their advice on the latest HPB trend as
well as advance the design alternatives in consultation with them. That is, the final
decision is made with designers and clients by comparing the advantages, disad‐
vantages, and economic feasibility of each alternative provided by the consultants,
rather than blindly accepting the proposed design.
Thus, in order for the solution provided by the expert system to be reliable, the expert
system should not only provide a design solution directly but also transparently dis‐
close which frame the primary knowledge is used in to reach the solution and how
the solution is derived.

9. Conclusions
New functions and requirements of HPB being added daily and several regulations
and certification conditions being reinforced steadily make it harder for designers to de‐
cide HPB designs alone. Thus, many designers wish to rely on HPB consultants for advice
on HPB specifications, latest design trends, and design review conditions, and then they
select the design alternatives and decide the final design in consultation with clients.
However, as not all projects can afford consultants, designers must invest efforts and fi‐
nancial resources to acquire HPB expertise knowledge by themselves while bearing the
risk of decision making alone.
We expect that, in the near future, computer aids or information services such as de‐
sign expert systems can help designers by providing the role of HPB consultants even if
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it can be partially. The effectiveness and success or failure of the expert system depend on
the credibility and efficacy of the solution provided by the expert system, which must be
ultimately affected by the quality, systemic structure, resilience, and applicability of ex‐
pert knowledge that is handled by the expert system.
Specifications and requirements of design knowledge acquisition and representation
should be established before a suitable knowledge representation formalism is selected or
developed for the knowledge base and inference engine of the design expert system.
Thereby this study aims to set the problem definition and category required for existing
HPB designs, and to find the knowledge acquisition and representation methods that are
the most suitable to the design expert system based on the literature review.
An analysis of the HPB design literature on building design expert systems and de‐
sign decision makings from the past 10 years revealed that the greatest features of
knowledge acquisition are the increasing proportion of computer‐analyzed data from dig‐
ital media and big data as the knowledge acquisition source, while the source of expertise
in traditional expert systems was limited to expert heuristics. As for knowledge represen‐
tation, its greatest feature is also the increasing proportion of studies on data structures
and models using machine learning algorithms whereas rules, frames and cognitive maps
are conventional representation formalisms of traditional expert systems. In particular,
studies on extraction of not only literally raw data from observations and measurement
but also latent rule, hidden pattern, and trends of discrete processed data, which are the
results of simulations or rules, have also increased. The typical representation formalism
of discovered design knowledge using data analytics comprises: i) signatures or features
such as primary factor or governing equation; ii) data structure and ontology that quanti‐
fies system dynamics, such as a state machine, network, or graph; and iii) distributions
and profiles, such as pattern and cluster.
There is a clear trend in the literature that designers prefer the method that decision
support tools find and propose a solution directly as optimizer or agent systems does.
This is due to the lack of resources and time for designers to execute performance evalu‐
ation and analysis of alternatives by themselves, even if they have sufficient experience
on the HPB. However, because the risk and responsibility for the final design should be
taken by designers solely, they are afraid of convenient black box decision making pro‐
vided by machines.
Indeed, if the cost allows, many designers would like to employ HPB consultants
because they can advance the design alternatives based on the advices on HPB design that
they receive. That is, the final decision is made with the designer and client by comparing
the advantages, disadvantages, and economic feasibility of each alternative provided by
the consultants, rather than blindly accepting the proposed design.
We expect that the design expert system should be able to provide HPB design
knowledge suitable to the design context as well as provide design alternatives like a HPB
consultant, but at a reasonable cost. If the process of using the primary knowledge in
which frame to reach the solution and how the solution is derived are “transparently”
open to the designers, the solution made by the design expert system will be able to obtain
more trust from designers. Moreover, this transparent decision support process would
comply with the requirement of a recent design study [109] that designers prefer flexible
design environments that give more creative control and freedom over design options,
when compared to an automated optimization approach.
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